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Abstract: The improved mitigation of self-phase modulation (SPM) induced nonlinear impair-
ments by the use of a multi-span dispersion map optimization in 28 GBaud phase-sensitive
amplifier (PSA) links is numerically investigated. We show that a four-span dispersion map
optimized PSA link provides 2.1 times reach improvement over a single-span optimized PSA link
with a total nonlinear phase shift tolerance increase from 2.1 radians to 8.8 radians. Furthermore,
the optimized PSA link increases the maximum transmission reach by 6.9 times compared to a
single-span optimized in-line dispersion managed phase-insensitive amplifier (PIA) link and 4.3
times reach extension is achieved compared to a dispersion unmanaged PIA link.
© 2019 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement
1. Introduction
Phase-sensitive amplifiers (PSAs) are known for their ability to increase transmission system
performance [1, 2], mainly limited by amplifier noise and fiber nonlinearities in fiber-optic
links [3–5]. This is possible due to the combined ultra-low noise amplification and nonlinearity
mitigation capability of PSAs [2,6]. PSAs quantum-limited noise figure (NF) is 0 dB [7,8] and a
NF of 1.1 dB has been reported in experiments [9,10]. In contrast, conventional phase-insensitive
amplifiers (PIAs) have a quantum-limited NF of 3 dB [7]. A recent experimental study showed
5.6 times transmission reach improvement by using PSAs instead of PIAs such as erbium-doped
fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) in an in-line dispersion managed 10 GBaud fiber-optic link that could
tolerate a total accumulated nonlinear phase shift of 6.2 radians [11].
The nonlinearity mitigation effect in a frequency non-degenerate two-mode (signal and it’s
phase conjugated wave, called the idler, at different wavelengths [12]) PSA link is similar to
the nonlinearity mitigation of a phase-conjugated twin-wave (PCTW) approach, where signal
and idler waves can be transmitted on different polarizations, wavelengths or time-slots [13–15].
Signal and idler waves are both co-propagated through a nonlinear transmission medium,
where they experience nonlinear distortions during propagation. The nonlinearity mitigation
is performed in a coherent superposition (CS) process where a signal wave and an idler wave,
that is phase conjugated again during the process, are coherently superposed. In a PSA link, the
CS is performed during a parametric phase-sensitive amplification process by a PSA, where
correlated phase distortions on signal and idler waves are converted into smaller amplitude
distortions, resulting in a phase-to-amplitude distortion conversion and a self-phase modulation
(SPM) mitigation [2].
After the introduction of electronic dispersion compensation (EDC), coherent fiber optic
links with in-line dispersion compensation were outperformed by EDC links without in-line
dispersion management [16, 17]. However, PSA links need in-line dispersion management to
fulfill the phase-matching criteria for a phase-sensitive amplification process [2]. Much work
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regarding the dispersion map optimization for in-line dispersion compensated PIA links has
been carried out [18–20], but these principles are not directly applicable to PSA links, since
the effectiveness of the nonlinearity mitigation in PSA links is highly dependent on correlation
properties of propagated signal and idler waves. It has been shown previously that the dispersion
management for a single-span dispersion map optimized PSA link [2, 11, 21] and for a two-span
dispersion map optimized PSA link [22] plays an important role for the nonlinearity mitigation
performance. The importance of dispersion map optimization for twin-waves was first noted
in [13], where according to the first-order perturbation theory, a symmetric span power map
with an anti-symmetric dispersion map should be used for the best nonlinearity mitigation
performance for the PCTW approach. In [23] it was experimentally shown that 50% dispersion
pre- and post-compensation for a Raman assisted PSA link with almost power-symmetric fiber
spans results in an increased nonlinearity mitigation performance. However, in our study, PSA
links with lumped amplification are under investigation and therefore different dispersion map
optimization assumptions have to be used.
In [24], it was shown numerically that the nonlinearity mitigation performance of a 28 GBaud
PSA link can be significantly increased by allowing different span dispersion maps to be used
in a multi-span dispersion map optimization. A dispersion map was optimized up to four
spans with a dispersion compensation value step precision of 5% that resulted in 2.1 times PSA
transmission system maximum reach increase compared to a single-span optimized PSA link.
In this paper, we investigate by numerical simulations a 28 GBaud PSA link dispersion map
optimization up to four spans with an optimization step precision of 1% and compare these
results with 5% optimization precision results in a long-haul transmission. Furthermore, the
dispersion map optimized PSA link maximum long-haul transmission reaches are compared
with conventional EDFA long-haul transmission link maximum reaches with dispersion in-line
compensated and in-line uncompensated EDC links. The SPM mitigation is also investigated for
a wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) system scenario where the wavelength separation
between signal and idler waves increases with the increasing number of channels, therefore
resulting in increasingly different dispersion parameter values for signal and idler wavelengths.
2. General simulation model
The simulation model that was used is shown in Fig. 1. The model consists of a transmitter, N PSA
or PIA amplified and dispersion-managed transmission spans and a receiver. At the transmitter, a
10 GBaud or 28 Gbaud quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) modulated signal S was generated.
The generated signal waveform was a non-return-to-zero (NRZ) signal oversampled to 32 samples
per symbol and filtered with a 5th order Bessel filter characteristic with 75% full width half
maximum (FWHM) bandwidth of the used symbol rate. In all simulations single-channel and
single-polarization signals were used. After the signal waveform generation, the signal was
divided between upper and lower path, where the latter was used to generate the idler I through
an ideal conjugation of the signal I=S* if a PSA implementation was desired. No wavelength
conversion in the conjugation process was made, as signal and idler waves were separately
propagated assuming a 8 nm wavelength separation. Separate propagation was used to neglect
inter-channel nonlinear effects between signal and idler channels and to focus only on the PSA
performance of mitigating the SPM effects. The launch powers Pin of signal and idler were set
by an ideal and noiseless amplification before they were launched into the transmission span.
The launch power is given per signal and per idler, resulting in a 3 dB higher total launch power.
After the waveforms were launched into the transmission span, they were dispersion pre-
compensated before and post-compensated after each standard single mode fiber (SSMF) in
the dispersion compensating modules (DCMs) by values Dpre,n and 100% − Dpre,n meaning
that each span was fully dispersion compensated. The simulated DCMs were ideal (linear
and lossless). The index n shows span number, where N is the total number of spans in the
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Fig. 1. The simulation model for a PSA or a PIA amplified transmission link. Acronyms are
explained in the text.
transmission link and n=1...N . The simulated SSMF length was 80 km. The SSMF parameters
were loss α = 0.2 dB/km, dispersion parameter D = 17 ps/nm/km and nonlinear coefficient
γ = 1.27 W−1km−1. The propagation of light in the SSMF was modeled by using two separate
(for signal and idler waveform) split-step Fourier method (SSFM) solutions of the nonlinear
Schrödinger equation (NLSE). For simplicity and better understanding, the used group velocity
dispersion (GVD) parameter β2 was same for signal and idler waves, if not stated otherwise.
In [2] and [22] it is noted that different GVD parameter value for a 8 nm wavelength separation
does not have significant impact on the SPM induced nonlinearity mitigation performance of a
PSA link.
At the end of each transmission span, the loss of the transmission span was compensated by
PSA or PIA amplification. The in-line amplifiers used in the simulations were ideal and noiseless,
unless it is stated otherwise by the given NFs. The phase-sensitive amplification process was
modeled using a simplified model, shown in Fig. 1, under the assumptions that the PSA was
operating in a high-gain regime with low signal input powers [2, 6]. The signal Sn and idler In
are both amplified by the gain necessary to compensate the span loss and then separated for
conjugation and constellation alignment processes. As a result of the constellation alignment
process, constellations of the conjugated signal Sn∗ and idler In∗ are rotated by introducing the
necessary phase-shift to maximize the power after coherent addition of signal Sn and conjugated
and rotated idler I ′n∗ in the upper arm and coherent addition of idler In and conjugated and rotated
signal S′n∗ in the lower arm resulting in a phase-sensitively amplified signal Sn+1 and idler In+1
waveforms. The transmission span amplifier noise was added only in the long-haul simulations
with a PSA NF=1.1 dB [9] to signal and idler and a 3 dB higher NF=4.1 dB was used for PIA
case [7, 8]. In the PSA simulation model, the uncorrelated additive Gaussian noises were added
to signal and idler waves in the amplification stage at the PSA model input shown in Fig. 1,
by following a general output noise formula of a PSA that is based on semi-classical theory of
quantum mechanical system under the high-photon-number assumption described in [25]. For
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all of the other simulations, no amplifier noise was added in order to avoid unwanted nonlinear
phase noise (NLPN) effects. It should be noted that also the effects of laser phase noise and
polarization were neglected in all simulations to only observe the impact of the dispersion map
on the efficiency of the mitigation of SPM induced nonlinear distortions.
After N transmission spans, the signal waveform was detected in the receiver Rx for error
vector magnitude (EVM) [26] or bit error ratio (BER) estimation. A conventional receiver for
detecting QPSK signals was used, consisting of a down-sampler to 2 samples per symbol, a
channel equalizer deploying constant modulus algorithm (CMA) and the Viterbi-Viterbi phase
recovery algorithm to align constellation for EVM or BER calculations.
3. 28 GBaud QPSK PSA link dispersion map optimization
3.1. Dispersion map optimization procedure
The dispersion map optimization was carried out for one, two, three and four-span 28 GBaud
QPSK PSA links. In this paper, the optimized dispersion pre-compensation values were found
with a precision of 1% and compared with values from a 5% optimization precision procedure
that was presented in [24]. For the optimization procedure, PSA links with different dispersion
map configurations were simulated. The dispersion map configuration is determined here by the
dispersion pre-compensation value, that is swept and the post-compensation value is automatically
adjusted assuming that transmission span is 100% dispersion compensated. As a result of the
simulation, an EVM metric was calculated and the dispersion map configuration of a PSA link
with the lowest EVM value was selected as an optimal solution. The signal launch power was set
to 9 dBm for all cases to assure a sufficient EVM level for comparison.
For the one-span PSA link optimization procedure, the dispersion pre-compensation value
was swept from -20% to 80% resulting in 101 dispersion map scenarios with an optimization
step accuracy of 1%. For a two-span PSA link, the dispersion pre-compensation value for the
span one was swept from -40% to 40% and for the span two from 0% to 80%, resulting in 6561
dispersion map scenarios. For the three-span case, coarse sweeps with a precision of 2% were
performed over total range of -40% to 100% to estimate the best regions for fine sweeps. The
final sweep with 1% precision was performed from -20% to 0% for the span one, 10% to 30%
for the span two and 42% to 62% for the span three, resulting in 9261 dispersion maps. Also for
the four-span optimization, coarse sweeps with a precision of 5% and 2% were first performed
over total range of -40% to 100% to find the best sweep regions for fine sweeps. Also the fine
sweeps with 1% precision were performed over multiple sweep ranges where a sweep for a span
consisted of 11 points resulting in 14641 dispersion maps for one optimization sweep run of
four-span optimization.
It should be noted that it is possible that the found optima for three and four-span optimization
are local optima and we cannot claim for certain that we have found the global optimum,
since sweep ranges of a dispersion map optimization are restricted. However, by brute forcing
simulations for three and four-span PSA link dispersion map optimization over large sweep areas
for every span leads to an unrealistic computational effort. For example a four-span optimization
with a 1% precision over a range of -20% to 80% for all the four spans, results in over 104 million
different dispersion map configurations.
3.2. Dispersion map optimization results
The comparison between 5% and 1% optimization step precision of one to four-span dispersion
map optimization at a signal launch power of 9 dBm is shown in Fig. 2(a). The 1% precision
optimized dispersion maps compared to the 5% optimized maps show clear EVM improvement
with every number of dispersion map optimized spans. In fact the 1% optimization precision
for the four-span dispersion map optimized case is 0.3 dB better in terms of EVM than in 5%
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Fig. 2. Simulation results showing (a) EVM performance comparison of 5% and 1%
optimization precision at a signal launch power of 9 dBm and (b) maximum number
of propagated spans at BER = 10−3 at optimal launch power comparison between PSA
dispersion map optimization precision steps of 5% and 1% as a function of number of
dispersion map optimized spans.
steps optimized dispersion map case. Furthermore the four-span optimized dispersion map case
with an optimization precision of 1% results in a significant nonlinearity mitigation performance
where the signal quality in terms of EVM after a propagation of four spans is only 0.15 dB worse
than the best scenario for single-span PSA link. It means that the PSA link reach can be fourfold
increased for a fixed launch power in a highly nonlinear regime if four-span optimized dispersion
maps are used.
Despite the short-haul links with a 1% optimization precision step up to four span optimization
show improved results, it turns out that in long-haul propagation studies (see simulation details
in section 4), these dispersion map optimized links show no significant improvement with the
higher optimization precision. Figure 2(b), where dispersion map optimized spans for 1%
and 5% optimization precision are used repeatedly at optimal launch powers, shows that a
1% precision in a dispersion map optimization does not increase the maximal PSA link reach
with four-span optimized case. The maximum number of propagated spans with a four-span
optimization at BER = 10−3 is 652 spans for the both optimization precision cases. However, a
slight improvement less than 2.3% for a 1% optimization precision can be seen for the two and
three-span optimization cases. The two-span case propagation distance is increased from 430
spans to 440 spans and for the three-span optimization case increase is from 531 spans to 543
spans. It is possible that the nature of the EVM metric can hinder the optimization procedure
since nonlinear distortions are not Gaussian distributed. An optimization procedure has also
been performed (not shown here) by using the EVM measure only in phase or only in amplitude
dimension, but no better optima were found. The usage of the EVM in phase dimension led to
the same optimization results as the standard EVM measure. Secondly, the chosen launch power
for the optimization was high compared to optimal launch powers that could cause an offset as
the dispersion map optimum is slightly power dependent. However the launch power was kept at
9 dBm to ensure the reliability of the EVM metric.
In Fig. 3(a) with a 5% optimization precision and in Fig. 3(b) with a 1% optimization precision
dispersion pre-compensation values are shown for the one to four-span optimized dispersion
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Fig. 3. Dispersion pre-compensation values for one to four-span dispersion map optimized
PSA links in (a) 5% and (b) 1%optimization step precision, (c) dispersionmaps corresponding
to 1% optimization precision for one (red line), two (yellow line), three (green line) and
four-span (black dashed line) dispersion map optimized PSA links.
map cases. Figure 3(b) shows that for the one to three-span optimized dispersion map cases
with a 1% optimization precision, the dispersion pre-compensation values are expanding more
symmetrically than for the 5% optimized case in Fig. 3(a). The opposite is true for the four-span
optimized case where the 1% precision case loses its symmetrical and expanding trend compared
to the 5% optimized case. However, the 5% and 1% optimized cases perform equally well based
on the long-haul transmission simulation results, which show us that multiple dispersion map
solutions are available for four-span optimized cases that can have an equal performance. That is
not true for one to three-span optimizations where only the one optimum with given dispersion
pre-compensation values in Fig. 3(b) is available regardless of the chosen order of dispersion
pre-compensation values. It must be noted, that we have not observed (results not shown here)
any significant performance difference of short-haul and long-haul simulations if the ordering of
dispersion pre-compensation values is altered. Figure 3(c) shows the accumulated dispersion as
a function of propagated distance in spans for all the four dispersion map optimization cases with
1% optimization step precision.
This non-improvement of the four-span optimization with a higher optimization step accuracy
can lead to a false conclusion that arbitrary values can be chosen for four-span dispersion
maps without losing link performance. Figure 4(a) shows an example of the dispersion pre-
compensation values for the four-span dispersion map (gray boxes), chosen by following the
symmetric and expanding nature of the one to three-span dispersion map optimized values.
Figure 4(b) shows the long-haul simulation results comparing the link performances of the chosen
dispersion map to the dispersion map optimized PSA link case at BER = 10−3. The long-haul
results in Fig. 4(b) show that the performance of the chosen dispersion map drops significantly
compared to the optimized case, resulting in a maximum transmission distance of 546 spans
that has approximately only the same reach as a three-span optimized long-haul PSA link at
BER = 10−3.
4. Long-haul 28 GBaud transmission comparison of dispersion map optimized
PSA and PIA links
Long-haul simulations were performed to compare the maximum transmission distances at
BER = 10−3 with optimum launch powers for one, two, three and four-span dispersion map
optimized PSA links, an in-line dispersion compensated PIA link and a dispersion unmanaged
PIA link with EDC as benchmarks. The dispersion unmanaged PIA link with EDC means
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Fig. 4. (a) Dispersion pre-compensation values up to four-span dispersion map optimized
PSA links where the dispersion pre-compensation values for the four-span dispersion map
case (gray boxes) are chosen by following the symmetric and expanding nature of the one
to three-span dispersion map optimized values and (b) BER simulations comparing the
long-haul performance of optimized and chosen PSA four-span dispersion map cases.
that the dispersion compensation is unmanaged inside the transmission link, but the dispersion
pre-compensation is applied before the link in the transmitter and the post-compensation after
the link in the receiver. We chose a NF of the PIA of 4.1 dB, which is about 1 dB larger than
what is achievable in practice (quantum limit being 3 dB), while a NF of 1.1 dB was chosen for
the PSA. In this way our simulations reflect the 3 dB NF difference in the quantum limit [7, 9],
while at the same time reducing the computational effort. We expect that the relative differences
between PIA and PSA will still be very similar, compared with a case of using 3 dB and 0 dB NFs,
respectively. The dispersion pre-compensation values for an in-line dispersion compensated PIA
link have been chosen according to the single-span dispersion map optimized PIA link, that is
15% dispersion pre-compensation and 85% post-compensation in every span. For the EDC PIA
case, 50% of all the link accumulated dispersion was pre-compensated before a fiber transmission
and 50% of accumulated dispersion was post-compensated after the last span [27, 28].
In Fig. 5 the maximum transmission reaches are shown for PSA and PIA links. The maximum
transmission distances of PSA links for one, two, three and four-span dispersion map optimized
cases are 316, 440, 543 and 652 spans respectively and for the in-line dispersion compensated
PIA link 94 spans and for the PIA EDC link 150 spans at BER = 10−3. The transmission reach
of a PSA link can be improved approximately 2.1 times if four-span optimized dispersion maps
are used repeatedly instead of a single-span optimized dispersion management throughout the
transmission link. It is estimated up to four-span optimization that the improvement factor
from multi-span dispersion map optimization is approximately equal to the square-root of the
optimized span number, because the increase factors are 1.4, 1.7 and 2.1 for two-, three- and
four-span optimized cases respectively compared to single-span optimized PSA case.
A significant transmission distance improvement of approximately 6.9 times is achieved by
using a four-span optimized PSA link instead of a single-span optimized and dispersion in-line
managed PIA link. However, the latter comparison is not entirely fair as PIA links without in-line
dispersion management using EDC are more resilient to nonlinear impairments as can be seen
in Fig. 5. That results in 4.3 times maximum transmission distance improvement if a four-span
dispersion map optimized PSA link is used instead of a PIA EDC link. It must be noted that
we have used ideal DCMs in our simulations for PSA links, but in reality DCMs will add loss
and cause additional penalties e.g. due to nonlinearities and non-ideal phase response [29,30].
Furthermore dispersion unmanaged PIA links with EDC do not require DCMs at all. However,
we expect that the maximum transmission reach of a PSA link can be extended further if the
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Fig. 5. Long-haul simulation results showing the BER vs. number of propagated spans
and constellation diagrams at BER = 10−3 for one to four-span dispersion map optimized
PSA links and EDFA links with and without an in-line dispersion compensation at optimum
launch powers.
dispersion map over more than four spans is optimized.
The constellations are also shown in Fig. 5 for corresponding PSA and PIA links at BER = 10−3
level. The in-line dispersion compensated PIA link constellation is the most nonlinearly distorted.
Nonlinear characteristics are also more visibly distinguishable for the one-span dispersion map
optimized PSA link case than for the four-span optimized case. The four-span dispersion
map optimized PSA link constellation is similar to constellation of PIA EDC link without any
observable nonlinear characteristics. Using a four-span dispersion map optimized PSA link
instead of a single-span optimized link, results in a maximum nonlinear phase shift tolerance
fourfold increase from 2.1 radians to 8.8 radians or compared to a two-span optimized link, a
maximum nonlinear phase shift tolerance increase from 4.7 radians to 8.8 radians.
5. Necessity of multi-span dispersion map optimization
It has been experimentally shown that a single-channel and single polarization two-mode PSA
link at lower transmission speeds, such as 10 GBaud, can result in a remarkable transmission
distance improvement of 5.6 times if a PSA link is used instead of an in-line dispersion managed
PIA link [11]. However, our simulation study shows that at higher transmission speeds, such as
28 GBaud, a PSA ability to provide a significantly better transmission performance compared to a
PIA link in a single-span transmission scenario, does appear to not hold anymore. Figure 6 shows
10 GBaud and 28 GBaud single-span transmission link performance improvements in terms
of EVM, if a single-span PSA link is used instead of a single-span PIA link. The single-span
optimized dispersion pre-compensation values were used 22% for a PIA and 24% for a PSA case
at 10 GBaud and 16% for a PIA and 19% for a PSA case at 28 GBaud. At a symbol rate of
10 GBaud, where the dispersion length is much longer than the span length (LD » Lspan), a PSA
link provides approximately 12 dB better EVM performance than a PIA link at 6 dBm signal
launch powers. At 28 GBaud, when LD < Lspan, the improvement by using PSA link instead
of a PIA link has diminished by 9.4 dB to a level of 3 dB. This improvement degradation at
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Fig. 6. EVM improvement as a function of signal launch power showing the improvement of
using a single-span dispersion map optimized PSA link instead of a PIA link in terms of
EVM for 10 GBaud and 28 GBaud single-span transmission links.
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Fig. 7. Two-span dispersion map optimization simulation results showing EVM as a function
of dispersion pre-compensation values for span one and span two for (a) 10 GBaud PSA link
at 15 dBm launch power and (b) 28 GBaud PSA link at 9 dBm launch power.
higher symbol rate was also observed in [31], where distributed Raman amplified PSA and PIA
links were experimentally compared. The improvement in Fig. 6 also degrades at higher launch
powers where nonlinear distortions on signal and idler waves become less correlated.
Furthermore, in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) are shown two-span dispersion map optimization results
for 10 GBaud PSA link at 15 dBm launch power and 28 GBaud PSA link at 9 dBm launch power
respectively. Figure 7(a) shows that there is an optimal solution by using the same dispersion
pre-compensation value 24% for each span of a two-span 10 GBaud PSA link. The opposite
is true for a two-span 28 GBaud PSA link where an optimal solution is to use a 6% dispersion
pre-compensation in the first span and a 34% dispersion pre-compensation in the second span or
vice versa. The improvement of using a two-span optimized case (6%, 34%) instead of using
the same dispersion pre-compensation values in each span (19%, 19%) is 2.4 dB in terms of
EVM. Therefore the multi-span dispersion map optimization for PSA links in condition where
LD < Lspan is of practical interest to fully utilize the PSA nonlinearity mitigation ability.
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Fig. 8. (a) An example of allocation of wavelengths between signal and idler channels in
a WDM PSA system and (b) EVM change as a function of the idler dispersion parameter
value showing the EVM difference if an idler dispersion parameter value is swept from
17 ps/nm/km and a signal dispersion parameter value is kept fixed at 17 ps/nm/km for
10 GBaud and 28 GBaud single-span PSA links at 9 dBm launch power.
6. Effect of third-order dispersion on SPM mitigation
In [2] and [22] it was claimed that the third-order dispersion effects do not play a significant role in
a PSA nonlinearity mitigation performance and a simplification can be made to use the same GVD
parameter for signal and idler waves. Therefore in our previous simulations this simplification
was applied, although the signal and idler wavelengths are assumed to be 8 nm separated resulting
in dispersion parameter values of D = 17 ps/nm/km for a signal and D = 17.56 ps/nm/km for an
idler with a dispersion slope parameter approximately S = 0.07 ps/nm2/km.
Nevertheless no exact indication or measure was given about the third-order dispersion effects.
However, simulation results from section 5 showed that the dispersion length LD plays a significant
role in the SPM induced nonlinearity mitigation in a PSA link. Therefore we are interested
also to benchmark the influence of signal and idler wavelength separation for 10 GBaud and
28 GBaud single-span PSA links as a function of a dispersion parameter change for an idler wave.
Furthermore, in WDM PSA systems where signal and idler wavelengths are spaced more far
apart with every added WDM channel, shown in Fig. 8(a), SPM mitigation is also of practical
interest, since PSA amplification is WDM compatible [32–34].
Simulations were performed where the third-order dispersion effects were included and the
PSA link SPM mitigation performance regarding the idler wavelength separation up to 30 nm
were investigated. The signal dispersion parameter value was kept fixed at D = 17 ps/nm/km
and the idler dispersion parameter value was swept from D = 17 ps/nm/km to D = 19 ps/nm/km
corresponding to a wavelength separation of signal and idler waves from 0 nm to 30 nm. Due to
different accumulated dispersion values on signal and idler waves, the dispersion compensators
used in these simulations were capable of compensating for the dispersion slope as well. The
results are shown in Fig. 8(b), where the measure of influence is conveyed in terms of EVM
difference taken from the EVM value where the signal and idler waves have 0 nm wavelength
separation.
Figure 8(b) shows that a 28 GBaud single-span PSA link is more resilient to third-order
dispersion effects than a 10 GBaud PSA link. In fact, the used 8 nm wavelength separation,
where the idler dispersion parameter value is D = 17.56 ps/nm/km, has a very small offset
of approximately 0.05 dB in terms of EVM for the 28 GBaud PSA link, but more significant
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Fig. 9. EVM as a function of applied dispersion pre-compensation showing the chosen
dispersion map dependence on a link performance for 10 GBaud at 12 dBm launch power
and 28 GBaud at 6 dBm launch power single-span PSA links.
difference nearly 0.2 dB for the 10 GBaud single-span PSA link. If the signal and idler separation
is 30 nm for the 10 GBaud PSA link, then the PSA’s SPM mitigation results in an approximately
0.7 dB worse EVM performance.
The resiliency of the 28 GBaud PSA link can be related to the fact that in a condition where
LD < Lspan, the dispersion itself plays major role reducing the twin-wave nonlinearity mitigation
efficiency. It was shown in Fig. 6 that the single-span 28 GBaud link EVM improvement
using a PSA instead of a PIA has dropped 9.4 dB compared to the single-span 10 GBaud case.
Additionally Fig. 9 shows that the dispersion map optimum peak for the single-span 10 GBaud
PSA case is much sharper than the 28 GBaud PSA case. For example the 10 GBaud case can
tolerate only 2% offset from the optimum dispersion pre-compensation value if 1 dB worse EVM
performance is allowed, while the 28 GBaud case can tolerate up to 8% offset. We expect that
PSA links with an efficient nonlinearity mitigation performance require a precise dispersion
management configuration, while also the third-order dispersion effects increase sensitivity
towards the SPM mitigation performance if signal and idler waves are widely spaced.
7. Conclusion
We have presented a numerical dispersion map optimization for one- to four-span dispersion map
optimized 28 GBaud PSA links for improved SPM mitigation and compared PSA links with PIA
links, such as EDFA amplified links in long-haul transmission simulations at BER = 10−3. The
maximum reach of a 28 GBaud PSA link can be extended further by 2.1 times tolerating a total
accumulated nonlinear phase shift of 8.8 radians, if four-span optimized dispersion maps are used
repeatedly instead of single-span optimized dispersion maps. A significant reach improvement of
6.9 times can be achieved if a four-span optimized PSA link is used instead of an in-line dispersion
managed PIA link. However, a reach extension of 4.3 times for a four-span optimized PSA link can
be achieved compared to a dispersion unmanaged PIA link with EDC. The multi-span dispersion
map optimization for PSA links is beneficial at higher symbol rates where the dispersion length
is smaller than a span length LD < Lspan and in such conditions a single-span dispersion map
optimized PSA link does not provide the best SPM induced nonlinearity mitigation performance
anymore. In a WDM PSA system, it is also important to notice the decrease of a SPM mitigation
efficiency if the signal and idler waves are separated widely.
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